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Introduction: Outcome measure development has long been recognized as a need in the field of upper
limb prosthetic rehabilitation to map individual patient progress, highlight needs for component
development and cost justification.1 In response, several measures have been created and proven
valid.2-10 However, gaps remain in the effort to capture the complex facets of prosthesis use that
ultimately determine success—physical, psychological, social and environmental. This paper describes a
suite of 3 measures developed over the past decade that together capture these complex facets more
completely. These measures include the Capacity Assessment of Prosthesis Performance of the Upper
Limb (CAPPFUL), the Comprehensive Arm Prosthesis and Rehabilitation Outcomes Questionnaire
(CAPROQ) and the Wellness Inventory (WI). Each measure will be described individually, including
validation data and their value and potential for guiding patient care, device selection and development
and cost justification. All studies related to measure development were approved by the WIRB.
Outcome Measure Descriptions:
Capacity Assessment of Prosthesis Performance of the Upper Limb (CAPPFUL):
CAPPFUL is designed as a versatile, low-burden measure of prosthesis performance for any UL
functional prosthetic device type and any UL amputation level. Unlike most measures of performance,
CAPPFUL assesses overall performance and 5 functional performance domains during completion of 11
tasks. These require movement in all planes while manipulating everyday objects requiring multiple
grasp patterns. Performance domains include control skill, adaptive and maladaptive compensatory
movement, component utilization and time for task completion. Performance is scored relative to function
of a sound upper limb, preventing ceiling effect. For the individual patient, scores within performance
domains can target further training needs and assist the treatment team in focusing on optimal strategies
to develop performance and function. Multiple administrations assist the team in objectively measuring
improvement in performance with the prosthesis over time. Information gathered assists not only to guide
therapeutic training but also to determine need for components and/or fit and design
modifications. Cumulative data, across prosthetic options and levels of amputation, can establish
expectations for current devices, provide reimbursement justification and set goals for future product
development. Current administrations including validation study subjects exceeds 200.
Validation: Psychometric evaluation indicates good interrater reliability, internal consistency, knowngroup validity, and convergent and discriminant validity. Specifically, interrater reliability was excellent for
scoring on the task, domain, and full-scale scores (intraclass correlation coefficientsZ.88-.99).Internal
consistency was good (aZ.79-.82). CAPPFUL demonstrated strong correlations with measures of hand
dexterity or functioning (rsZ.58 to .72) and moderate correlation with self-reported disability (rZ.35).11
Comprehensive Arm Prosthesis and Rehabilitation Outcomes Questionnaire (CAPROQ):
The CAPROQ is designed to measure patient reported outcomes in key facets of rehabilitation for adults
with UL absence or loss: perceived function, satisfaction and pain. It is a low burden measure to guide
individual patient care, as well as assess and improve care models and inform future prosthesis selection
and development for the UL loss community. Results inform the treatment team of current status and
change of status through the continuum of care and assists with targeting of further training needs as well
as providing valuable feedback regarding prosthesis fit and function. CAPROQ cumulative data, across
prosthetic options and levels of amputation, provides patient perspectives regarding currently available
devices, potential reimbursement justification and guidance for future product development. Original
CAPROQ was administered 687 times and since validation study completion, over 100 administrations
have been completed with more being added weekly.
Validation Study: Psychometric evaluation with 261 subjects demonstrated adequate-to-strong factor
loading on each subscale, good-to-excellent internal consistencies for measure subscales and moderateto-strong convergent validity. Specifically, confirmatory factor analysis indicated adequate-to-strong
factor loading on each subscale: satisfaction (.623-.913), perceived function (.572-.860) and pain (.422.834). Internal consistencies for the measure subscales were good-to-excellent (.89-.95) and convergent
validity indicated moderate-to-strong statistically significant associations between the CAPROQ and the
measures tested—Disabilities of Arm Shoulder and Hand questionnaire (DASH), Trinity Amputation and
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Prosthesis Experience Scale Revised (TAPES-R) and Brief Pain Inventory (BPI). Currently this validation
study is in submission process for peer review.
Wellness Inventory:
The wellness inventory screen was designed to inform prospective prosthesis recipients of how they
compare to other people in areas such as coping style, perceived quality of life and other areas that have
been shown in the rehabilitation research literature to have an impact on how people perform after
acquiring a physical disability. It is a short battery of seven validated screening instruments that
measures resilience12, health-related quality of life (OPUS)13, pain (SF-36/12)14, depression15, alcohol use
(AUDIT-C)16, drug use/misuse, and posttraumatic anxiety (PC-PTSD)17. In 2014, analysis of results from
123 patients was conducted confirming high prevalence of mental health concerns in this sample. The
WI seeks to promote patient self-understanding during treatment and beyond and, if indicated, to mobilize
provision of mental health services by appropriate providers. Re-administration of the WI 6-12 months
post prosthesis fitting can determine change in status through the continuum of care. Since inception,
over 500 WIs have been administered across seven centers in the US.
The WHO International classification of function18, identifies 3 domains (Body Functions/Structures,
Activities, Participation) and 2 contextual factors (environmental and personal) in complex relationship
with a health condition such as upper limb difference. The CAPPFUL addresses Body Structures and
Function, and Activities through performance assessment. The CAPROQ, through patient report,
addresses all three domains along with environmental factors. The WI, through structured interview,
covers personal factors. However, not all of these assessments are appropriate for administration at all
times in the continuum of care. The Wellness Inventory is most aptly used early in the rehabilitation
process and can assist the patient in decision making regarding whether to pursue psychological care
and provides insight for the treatment team in terms of factors that might impact rehabilitation. The WI
can be re-administered subsequently to determine change in status or identify further needs. The
CAPROQ can also be administered pre prosthesis fitting to obtain baseline data in areas of pain and
perceived function. Re-administration post prosthesis fitting tracks changes in these areas as well as
capturing satisfaction data. The CAPPFUL is strictly designed for post prosthesis fitting use; with initial
administrations, training needs can be identified as well as potential design and component modifications
needed. Subsequent administrations can demonstrate progress and further training opportunities,
component/prosthesis effectiveness and overall return of function.
Conclusion: Goals for outcome measures vary from ensuring provision of excellent individual patient
care to assessment of currently available devices to justification of cost related to both current of future
products and more. When administered in concert, the measures described (CAPPFUL, CAPROQ and
Wellness Inventory) provide complimentary data relevant to each stage of care and capture detailed
information regarding psychological coping, physical performance with the prosthesis and patient
perceptions across all areas of function. Furthermore, in aggregate, data from these measures has the
potential to reveal trends in outcomes for different levels of amputation, different prosthetic options and
provider care model effectiveness.
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